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For the spiritualist, the path of the zodiac forms an important course
of his theoretical and practical study. The zodiac is the limitation of man

when he is in the lowest and at the same time it is the path of his liberation
when he is on the higher plane.

  These lines are from Spiritual Astrology  by Dr. E. Krishnamacharya. Spiritual astrology deals with the
relationship between man and cosmos. It is one of the six keys to the secrets of wisdom whose centre is
the consciousness of man. Through study and continuing meditation on the human and animal forms of
the zodiac, he discovers that he is a small image of the cosmic man. He eventually realizes within him-
self all the planets, the solar system, and the cosmic plan to which he devotes his life. This wisdom re-
veals itself to the person who lives in the soul consciousness. Whoever is firmly anchored in the personal-
ity will never find the subtle dimensions.

  The Letters on Spiritual Astrology  contain thoughts from the wisdom teachings. Their purpose is to
give encouragement to explore connections and correspondences and to elevate oneself to the level of
Oneness which is found beyond the riddles of creation.

Libra

  Finding the Inner Balance
At autumn equinox the sun crosses the equator in
southward direction and enters into the cardinal
airy sign of Libra. The two equinoxes of Aries and
of Libra form an axis dividing the circle of the year
into two halves: Aries is the higher pole, Libra the
lower one. Aries represents the first emergence of
the spirit, Libra the full blossoming of material
manifestation. Here the spirit has poured itself
totally out into objectivity and man is in danger to
forget the inner world. Therefore Libra is also
called the midnight of the spirit. The symbol of
Libra (d) has two horizontal lines standing for the
horizontal life in the outer world. The upper line
hovers  above like a bird and doesn t touch the
lower line. Thus man should live in inner equilib-
rium in objectivity without getting caught by it.
The balance measures what you give and get. Libra
marks the birth of the sense of justice, and there-
fore Saturn is exalted here. Libra is the sign of
balancing the opposites and of equilibrium. It
teaches us through crises to find the right balance.
Equilibrium means not to get overwhelmed by the
events of life. When we fall out of balance, we
waver in our moods and our likes and dislikes. Peo-
ple whom yesterday we still regarded as friends
are now for us enemies. We get brushes and run
into problems and crises. The consequences are
irritability, anger and imbalance. They disturb the
lower centres, and we feel our crises in the stom-
ach, at the solar plexus, in the area ruled by Libra.
With crises the frictional fire leads us through Libra

and Scorpio to the burning ground. Those who
aren t connected with the thread of light of the
soul fall here through passion into an abyss.
Libra symbolizes the passionate fascination for the
life in the outer world and for the pleasure of nice
clothes, eating and drinking, of money, power and
sex. It stands for the separation of mankind into
man and woman, and as long as the Libra energies
are active in us, both are attracted by each other.
Thus Libra, the seventh sign of the zodiac, is re-
lated to the seventh house of the horoscope repre-
senting the partner and the polarity of sexes. We
search for a partner, because we have the feeling
that we are missing something which we could get
from the outside. In this stage Venus in her emo-
tional qualities rules over Libra. When we turn
inward and look for union with the soul, we get
under the influence of Saturn. He disciplines us
and teaches us right action in accordance with the
Law. Our likes and dislikes are neutralized, and we
don t reject other people any more. Our feeling of
being a separate entity slowly disappears and we
realize that the one soul represses through us, that
we are brothers and sisters and have one father.
Here Venus is again ruler of Libra.
The period of life related to Libra is the seventh
group of seven years, the time from 42 to 49. If not
already learned, it is now the time to work with
dispassion in the outer and to serve the family as
well as the society without expectations. The 49th

year of age is considered to be particularly signifi-
cant to overcome the personality and to triumph
over the influence of money, sex and power.



  THE MOTHER ON THE TIGER
As long as the soul isn t ruling the personality, the
latter is like an untamed beast. Therefore the
eastern wisdom recommends to meditate in the
month of Libra on the symbol of the Divine Mother
riding on a tiger. She is called Durga, the Impene-
trable Mother . If we think of her, she gives us a
spark of light in order to penetrate the darkness of
material illusion. It is recommended to align to the
light during the fifteen ascending moon phases
from Libra new moon to Libra full moon and to
contemplate on the energies of the Mother. She
deblocks the way, so that we can go through the
second half of the year without getting entangled
in the illusions of matter. Thus the higher taste for
light makes the lower taste for sex fall away.

  THE PULSATION OF BREATHING
For being able to reverse the downward flowing
energies and to lead the mind to the inner, the
science of breathing is an important key. If used
correctly breathing dynamises the vital force and
helps us to lift up the emotions of the solar plexus
to the love of the heart centre. With every inhala-
tion we go deep into our being and with every ex-
halation we draw energies of the lower centres
upwards. Thus Libra gets neutralised, and its ener-
gies shift from the navel to the heart centre. Each
time we react in an impulsive or emotional way our
respiration rhythm gets disturbed, it is cramped by
mad rush and fear. Most people therefore don t
breathe in a normal and balanced manner. Deep,
conscious breathing lets the energy of the soul
pour in from the soul and fills us with energy.
It is very pleasant to regularly breathe consciously
for a certain time in the morning and in the eve-
ning  slow, soft, deep and uniform. We should sit
comfortably, in a friendly mood. We breathe
through the nose and keep the tongue at the upper
palate without touching the teeth and without the
upper and lower teeth coming together in the

front. This allows the mouth to relax. A proposal is
to do 27 breaths in groups of three breaths each,
with little pauses, and to feel the echo of the pul-
sation during the pauses. With the breathing the
pulsation brings the vital force from the surround-
ing space into our inner and pushes out the stale
matter and thus strengthens our body. The pulsa-
tion is the subtle aspect of breathing. When we
meditate on the pulsation of the breath, inhalation
and exhalation slowly approach each other and
then merge. Mind ad respiration neutralise each
other. Our mind meets with the consciousness
which makes us breathe: It breathes in and out.
The inhalation and exhalation in their subtle as-
pects are called in Sanskrit prana and apana, while
the balance of the respiration impulses is named
samana. In the science of Yoga of the East it is
known since ages that when prana and apana are
brought to a balance, the breathing energy ascends
to the head (there called udana) and that from
there the vital breath of the soul (vyana) runs
through the entire body as its light. These are the
five pulsations of the science of breathing circulat-
ing through our body.
The inhalation carries in itself the sound SO, the
exhalation the sound HAM. SO-HAM is called the
sound of the pulsating bird of respiration. Hovering
in balance, at the point where inhalation becomes
exhalation and exhalation inhalation, there is cre-
ated a gap, an interlude of silence, where contem-
plation opens the doors to the higher worlds. Here
the soul is liberated from its ties to the triple body
and comes to rest at the secret place of the most
high. Detached it lives in peace and contemplates
on the vision gained. Returning from there it brings
along inspiration and power to express thoughts
and deeds of good will in everyday life.
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